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Communique from the Working Group mobilisation on 45th Session of the
PPT

MORIA burns, again. This documented horror in the heart of Europe, has been denounced
from its beginning (2015) by dozens of reports  from human rights, humanitarian and
other non-governmental organisations.  Almost 20,000 (at peak last February) and at the
time of the fire, 13,000 human beings were parked in a prison of mud, rubbish and
violence, behind barbed wire. MORIA is a planned limbo, where refugees are being denied
their right to asylum, freedom and dignity, unable to perform even the most basic daily
activities, such as sleeping, eating or communicating.  It was a place where health care and
education were denied to 4,000 children – left without dreams; adolescents whom the
abnormal rates of suicide attempts should have been an alert of the level of despair in the
camp (MSF); women terrorized by daily rapes, lack of hygiene and rampant violence.
Hundreds of testimonies revealing the levels of unbearable “non-life” in MORIA, were kept
unheard for years.

Now the fenced camp, which was about to be closed, has burned to the ground.  But how
could this construction – the abandonment of human beings reduced to “numbers and
bodies” – re-emerge as an island-lager in the heart of 20th Century Europe? How has
this apartheid andsuffering as planned management of the “other”, of the “migrant” been
accepted and tolerated in the long silence of 5 years? This inhumane “containment” had
been erected as a model for migration policies by the European Commission and the EU
Member States.  MORIA has been the essence of the deterrence model aimed at
discouraging the flight of potential asylum seekers from countries at war and to push them
back to the ruins, sealed by the EU-Turkey agreement in 2016. It is documented that on
Greek islands, the Geneva Convention was being constantly violated on a daily basis. Has it
been buried in Lesbos? 
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The most disturbing reality of all is that MORIA is not exceptional – but part of a chain of
Camps and Hotspots across Europe constructed as sites “without rights” and a systematic
planned annihilation of the “other”, psychically destroyed in camps, where they could have
even burned alive. The EU borders, as well as the maritime routes have also become sites
of death where thousands have drowned. This situation is indicative of the overall policy
of necropolitics practiced by the European Union and its member states towards migrant
and refugee peoples and is combined with the policy of militarised externalisation of
borders.  And inside the Fortress Europe – as is graphically shown in this time of COVID-
19 – the migrant workers who make up a big part of the “essential workers’ in agriculture,
care and domestic work – are also denied fundamental rights, subjected to daily racism
and deprived of the conditions to live a decent human life. 

As part of that Europe that still recognizes itself first of all as “human”, and joining all the
movements that in these hours are making their voice heard, we, the signatories, who have
been witnessing for years the tragic fate of the migrant and refugee peoples, denounce even
more the fire of MORIA as a symbolic and highly visible expression of the silent,
permanent, planned crime against humanity for which the European Commission the
European States are responsible, as highlighted by the Permanent People’s Tribunal
sentence (Hearings 2017-2019). The humanitarian interventions of these hours – already
minimal in itself – can only appear as a saving face operation.  Once again these
pronouncements refer to a time without deadlines, and therefore confirm the existing
genocidal policy – as the European Commission, and the EU governments, opt for an
identity that declares itself exempt from the obligations of the civilization of law. These
obligations were meant to be consistent with the ‘never again’ commitment against the
extermination camps and had made Europe a place of welcome and an indicator of its own
development project. 

We therefore call on the EC and all the European States:

To urgently evacuate the island and re-locate to safety and dignity the MORIA
migrant and refugee peoples.
To end the criminalisation of migrants and refugees and the criminalisation of
solidarity.

It is Not a Crime to Migrate or to seek Asylum! It is a Human Right!

September 14, 2020
The movements & oganisations convening the 45  PPT Migrant & Refugee Session
https://transnationalmigrantplatform.net/

Call for Solidarity to campaign on Social Media
Propuestas para una campana en los medios sociales
Propositions pour une campagne sur les médias sociaux
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It is urgently needed that the EC, EU member states, and all european governments take
responsibility to save lives and ensure the exercise of human rights for all migrant and
refugee people and end the regime of Camps in Europe.  

WHEN: Monday, September 14, 2020  – a joint launch at 10.00 CET

CUÁNDO: el Lunes, 14   de septiembre, 2020: lanzamiento conjunto a las 10.00 CET

QUAND: Lundi 14 septembre 2020 à 10h CET 2020 – lancement conjoint

HOW:

Send MORIA Burns Call:  to the national level Government authorities and to
Parliamentary Committees – Migration & Asylum and Human Rights as well as to
the City level Authorities. This is to be initiated by the participating organisations. 
ESP: Llevar a cabo una acción intensiva de medios sociales que apoyen el mensaje y
las demandas del Comunicado – podemos utilizar los hashtags y los twitter handles
abajo 
FR: Faisons une campagne intensive dans les médias sociaux pour soutenir le
message et les demandes du Communique et utilisez les hashtgs et les poignées
twitter ci-dessous
Include Following # in your tweets/Hasthags à inclure/Hasthags a
incluir: #PeoplesVSBorders, #PeoplesVSWalls, #ClosetheCamps
#RegularizationNow, #PapersForAll

de
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Possible Messages on Twitter or Facebook
Migrant & refugee peoples are working in key sectors such as agriculture or care,
most often without any protection nor recognition of their #rights #PapersForAll
@vonderleyen @eucopresident
@EP_President https://bit.ly/migrantrightshumanrights

#Regularization measures done so far in the #EU only ensure labour in key sectors of
economy without ensuring the protection of people’s human
rights #PeoplesvsBorders @vonderleyen @eucopresident
@EP_President https://bit.ly/migrantrightshumanrights

A generalised and comprehensive #RegularizationNow of all migrant and refugee
peoples in the EU is essential and urgent so that they can finally exercise their labour,
social and health rights properly, for their own benefit and that of society as a whole
@vonderleyen @eucopresident
@EP_President https://bit.ly/migrantrightshumanrights

We call on #EU governments, to end their bi-lateral agreements on externalisation of
borders (with Libya, Turkey, Morocco, etc.) where pushbacks lead to arbitrary
arrests, indiscriminate repression and slavery conditions in camps. @vonderleyen
@eucopresident @EP_President https://bit.ly/migrantrightshumanrights

Health measures in the #EU are being used to violate HHRR of migrants & refugees,
who are stranded, locked in a limbo where they cannot circulate, return to their
origin countries or meet their families #PeoplesvsBorders @vonderleyen
@eucopresident @EP_President @JanezLenarcic

Current #EU prohibition of #SearchAndRescue & disembarkation of migrants and
refugees stranded in the #Mediterranean is a Crime against
humanity #[email protected] @eucopresident @EP_President @JFLopezAguilar
https://bit.ly/migrantrightshumanrights

Current #EU prohibition of #SearchAndRescue & disembarkation of migrants and
refugee peoples stranded in the #Mediterranean is a Crime against
humanity #PeoplesvsBorders @MBachelet @UN_SPExperts @FilippoGrandi
https://bit.ly/migrantrightshumanrights

We demand the #EU and member states to stop its investments in military
equipment and urgently resume responsibility to save lives and ensure the exercise of
human rights for all migrant and refugee [email protected] @eucopresident
@EP_President 
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